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Abstract
An experimental and theoretical study about the characterization of the dis-
charge coefficient of diesel injection nozzles under non-cavitating conditions is
presented in this paper. A theoretical development based on the boundary
layer equations has been performed to define the discharge coefficient of a con-
vergent nozzle. The discharge coefficient has been experimentally obtained for
a standard diesel fuel under a wide range of Reynolds numbers by two different
techniques: mass flow rate measurements and permeability measurements. Five
different nozzles have been used: two multi-hole nozzles that have been tested
in the frame of this work, and three other single-hole nozzles, the data of which
have been taken from previous studies. The experimental results show good
agreement with the theoretical expressions, proving that it is possible to predict
the discharge coefficient of a non-cavitating nozzle with the equations shown in
this paper.
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1. Introduction, justification and objective1
The increasingly restrictive pollutant emissions regulations applicable to in-2
ternal combustion engines cause a continuous investigation in different methods3
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to reach clean, efficient and marketable engines. Several of the explored meth-4
ods are focused on the injection system and injection strategy [1], since the way5
the fuel is delivered by the injection system in modern diesel engines affects6
not only the performance, but also the noise and the pollutant emissions [2].7
A fundamental characteristic of the fuel injection process is the fuel mass flow8
rate as well as the total amount of fuel injected into the combustion chamber9
[3]. Therefore, measurement and control of these parameters is one of the most10
important objectives in engine research and many studies have been carried out11
to understand the behavior of the flow in the most used nozzle types [4, 5].12
The real flow through the nozzle under general operating conditions (where13
cavitation can be present) is determined by the velocity and density profiles,14
which are complex and unknown [6]. However, it is possible to characterize this15
real flow by an effective area, Aeff , lower than the geometric one, through which16
the fluid exits with a uniform effective velocity, ueff , and with a density equal17
to the one of the liquid fuel, ρf ; in a way that the simplified flow characterized18
by these parameters leads to mass and momentum rates equal to the real ones,19
which can be experimentally measured [7].20
The effects of the internal flow on the mass flow rate and momentum flux21
can be summarized in three different dimensionless coefficients: the velocity22
coefficient, Cv, the area coefficient, Ca, and the discharge coefficient, Cd [8]. All23
of them are widely described in Section 3.24
Lichtarowicz et al. [9] performed a wide review of discharge coefficient mea-25
surements versus the Reynolds number for different nozzles under non-cavitating26
conditions. A compilation of parametric equations for Cd is shown in that paper.27
However, all of them are empirical correlations and, therefore, the expressions28
cannot guarantee their validity out of the range of the experimental measure-29
ments. Similar studies have been performed by Kent and Brown [10] and Ohrn30
et al. [11].31
Schmidt and Corradini [12] also published a review about the internal flow of32
diesel fuel nozzles. Different analytical and multi-dimensional models are shown,33
focusing on the cavitation behavior. However, cavitation is a phenomenon that34
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normally is avoided in automotive engines and, to this aim, convergent non-35
cavitating nozzles are usually installed in current engines.36
Payri et al. [13] studied the influence of the flow regime on the mass flow37
rate and momentum flux, and how it affects the spray development in diesel38
nozzles. Experiments were carried out in three tapered nozzles and spray visu-39
alization tests revealed a change in the behavior of the angle and penetration40
of the spray related to the change of the flow nature. Finally, the authors re-41
lated these macroscopic parameters to those describing the internal flow (area,42
velocity and discharge coefficients) and with the geometry of the nozzle. The43
macroscopic characteristics of direct-injection multi-hole sprays have also been44
studied by Zeng et al. [14] by using dimensionless analysis, including the dis-45
charge coefficient and penetration.46
The influence of the injector technology (solenoid or piezoelectric) on the47
area, velocity and discharge coefficients and on the development of the spray48
was also studied by Payri et al. in [15, 16]. The authors characterized the hy-49
draulic behavior of different nozzles by means of mass flow rate and momentum50
flux measurements. It was found that under steady-state conditions, the differ-51
ences in nozzle geometry dominate on the injector technology. Therefore, the52
hydraulic characteristics of a nozzle can be studied under steady-state conditions53
independently of the injector.54
Desantes et al. [7] analyzed the flow behavior inside the nozzle for five differ-55
ent nozzles under different injection conditions. The area, velocity and discharge56
coefficients were obtained under non-cavitating and cavitating conditions and57
they were related to the spray tip penetration. The authors found that the58
experimental discharge coefficient decreases when the diameter of the nozzle is59
increased, probably due to a higher proneness to cavitation.60
Vergnes et al. [17] studied the injector nozzles performance (by means of61
the discharge coefficient) under low-temperature environment conditions. The62
authors correlated the discharge coefficient with the Reynolds number by an63
empirical relationship. Therefore, a wide range of experimental data was needed64
to fit the parameterization of Cd. Moreover, the authors showed the relevance of65
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the discharge coefficient, since the development of the spray (in terms of spray66
tip penetration) can be deduced from it.67
Finally, Dober et al. [18] developed numerical models for investigating the68
effect of injection hole geometry on the internal nozzle flow, focusing on the69
injection rate and spray geometry predictions. The authors found that the flow70
efficiency can be increased up to a 7% by grinding the inlet of the nozzle, proving71
the high dependence of the maximum discharge coefficient on the inlet geometry.72
The main objective of this study is to obtain and validate an alternative73
theoretical procedure to determine the discharge coefficient of a convergent noz-74
zle under non-cavitating ans steady-state conditions. The study has been done75
with diesel fuel, but the results can be extrapolated to any other fuel. Despite76
the fact that the effects of the nozzle geometry on the discharge coefficient are77
known, most of the correlations available for Cd are mere experimental correla-78
tions, obtained by applying a mathematical fitting. An expression that can be79
used to predict the value of the discharge coefficient avoiding the experimental80
setup is intended to be defined here. Thus, once the theoretical expressions will81
be obtained, some experimental results from different nozzles will be used to82
validate the equations.83
Despite the fact that CFD studies can provide a very good approximation84
to the discharge coefficient of a real nozzle under steady-state conditions, even85
a simple CFD study needs much more working and computing time than a86
0-D correlation like the one presented in this paper. Moreover, the working87
time needed is highly increased if the hydraulic characterization of the nozzle88
(variation of Cd with the Reynolds number) wants to be known, hence the89
interest in developing theoretical 0-D expressions.90
It should be noted that realistic conditions can be studied by analyzing91
the internal flow through a diesel nozzle. It has been proved that the injector92
needle does not have any effect on the outlet flow when the needle lift has93
reached around 100 µm, which is a value by far overcome in most real operating94
conditions, especially during the main injection [19]. Moreover, Salvador et95
al. [20, 21] have found that the needle effect is negligible under steady-state96
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conditions for several nozzles, under a wide range of conditions and by using97
different turbulence models. Finally, the set of investigated nozzles is, in some98
way, random in order to ensure that the resulting expressions can be used with99
a wide range of nozzles, regardless of their geometry, including the number of100
holes. Despite the fact that the experimental data have been obtained by using101
different methodologies, the corresponding parameters of interest in the frame of102
the present study, derived from the experimental data, have been post-processed103
in the same way, to ensure they are consistent.104
The structure of the paper is as follows: first, the experimental facilities105
involved in the study are presented. Then, a new expression to describe the106
discharge coefficient under non-cavitating conditions is theoretically developed.107
Afterwards, the methodological approach is described, including the experimen-108
tal methods and the parametric study performed. Next, the predictive methods109
are validated by comparison with the experiments. Finally, the conclusions of110
the study are shown.111
2. Experimental facilities112
The experimental facilities used for the hydraulic characterization of the113
injection nozzles are the following: hydraulical characterization test rig and114
injection rate test rig.115
2.1. Hydraulical characterization test rig116
The objective of the hydraulical characterization test rig (or permeability117
facility) is to determine the discharge coefficient of an orifice as a function of118
the pressure drop, or more specifically, the Reynolds number. This character-119
ization can be performed by analysing the continuous flow through the orifice120
under several conditions of upstream and downstream pressure. To this end,121
the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1 has been used.122
Fuel is pressurized in a commercial common-rail system by a fuel pump123
electrically driven. Since the fuel is heated during this process, a water heat124
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Figure 1: Nozzle hydraulical characterization test rig.
exchanger is used to cool down the flow before it reaches the rail. A manual125
pressure regulation valve allows the control of the pressure. The nozzle to be126
characterized is placed, without needle, in a nozzle holder as can be seen in127
Fig. 1, and a continuous flow from the rail is established. The upstream pres-128
sure remains constant thanks to the fuel pump. Fuel flows through the nozzle129
into a discharge chamber. A backpressure regulation valve allows the manual130
control of the pressure dowstream the nozzle. Finally, the injected mass is col-131
lected into a vessel located on a balance, and the instantaneous fuel rate is132
measured. The mass flow rate is determined by averaging it during 100 s after133
a stabilization time. Furthermore, the mean relative deviation of this parameter134
during the measurement time is lower than 0.5% if ∆P < 10 bar in the nozzle135
and lower than 0.2% in other cases. Further details about the nozzle hydraulical136
characterization test rig are given in [22].137
The technical characteristics of this facility can be seen in Table 1.138
Maximum injection pressure 100 MPa
Back pressure 0.1 - 12 MPa
Minimum cooling temperature 280 K
Table 1: Technical characteristics of the nozzle hydraulical characterization test facility.
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Figure 2: Electrical pulse sent to the injector, evolution of the injection pressure during the
process and measured mass flow rate.
2.2. Injection rate test rig139
Mass flow rate measurements have been performed in a standard injection140
rate discharge curve indicator, based on the Bosch method [23]. This instal-141
lation measures the pressure increment produced by the discharged fuel on a142
fuel-filled tube, which is directly related to the amount of fuel injected. By143
this way, information about instantaneous mass flow given by the nozzle along144
the whole injection process is obtained. The whole system is controlled by a145
Genotec impulse generator, simulating the operation of the ECU (Electronic146
Control Unit). More details about this facility can be found in [24]. The dis-147
charge coefficient can be measured with this technique by applying energizing148
times long enough to establish a steady-state fuel rate. The mass flow rate in149
steady-state conditions is obtained by averaging 50 injections. The coefficient150
of variation of the mass flow provided by the injector during these 50 injections151
is lower than 0.3%. Furthermore, two different measurements are performed152
per condition and the criterion to validate the results is imposing a relative153
deviation between both lower than 1%. Once the real fuel rate is known, the154
discharge coefficient can be calculated by comparison with the theoretical one.155
Fig. 2 shows a measurement typically obtained with the injection rate test156
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rig. The start of the injection process is defined as the crossing by zero of the line157
that pass through 50% and 10% of the maximum fuel rate. Thus, the mechanical158
delay of the injector, td, is also defined. An analogous criterion is used to define159
the closure of the injector and, therefore, the injection time, tinj . Finally, the160
steady-state stage of the injection event is defined as the time interval in which161
the mass flow is higher than the 95% of the maximum fuel rate. Thus, the real162
fuel rate the discharge coefficient is calculated with is obtained by averaging the163
mass flow in the previous interval.164
3. Theoretical description of the discharge coefficient165
Three different dimensionless coefficients summarize the effects of the inter-166
nal flow on the mass flow rate and momentum flux: the velocity coefficient, Cv,167
the area coefficient, Ca, and the discharge coefficient, Cd.168
The velocity coefficient relates the effective velocity to the maximum theo-169






where ∆P represents the difference between the injection pressure (upstream171
the nozzle) and the back pressure (downstream the nozzle). Thus, the velocity172









This coefficient compares the effective velocity with Bernoulli’s theoretical ve-174
locity, which is achieved if all the pressure energy is transformed into kinetic175
energy without losses. Thus, this parameter is useful to evaluate the energy176
losses that occur during the injection process (mainly caused by the changes177
in cross section) [25]. Therefore, Cv will mainly depend on the nozzle orifice178
geometry. It should be taken into account that this coefficient summarizes all179
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the energy losses that take place from the point where the injection pressure is180
measured to the nozzle outlet. So, the losses that belong to the injector itself181
are considered in the coefficient when a complete injector - nozzle system is182
analyzed.183
The area coefficient characterizes the reduction of the effective area with184










where d represents the outlet diameter of the nozzle. The area coefficient eval-186
uates the losses of effective cross section due to the existence of a non-uniform187
velocity profile inside the nozzle, the presence of cavitation zones and the ex-188
istence of recirculation zones caused by boundary layer separation. Therefore,189
this coefficient is highly dependant on the Reynolds number of the flow.190
Finally, the discharge coefficient is defined as the real measured mass flow191
rate with respect to the maximum theoretical one. The maximum mass flow192
rate is evaluated considering a uniform velocity equal to the Bernoulli’s theoret-193
ical velocity and using the geometric cross-sectional area. Thus, the discharge194

















As can be seen in Eq. 4, the discharge coefficient is equal to the product of the196
velocity and area coefficients, Cd = CvCa.197
Eventual changes in density and temperature, which are important as injec-198
tion pressure increases, are taken into account by the previous coefficients, since199
these changes affect the effective area and velocity. In fact, these coefficients are200
not constant, but rather functions that depend on the operating conditions.201
The discharge coefficient of a convergent nozzle working under non-cavitating202
and steady-state conditions like the ones that are usually used in automotive203
direct injection diesel engines is the result of, mainly, two phenomena: the losses204
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caused by the boundary layer separation at the nozzle inlet and the development205
of a boundary layer on the walls of the nozzle.206
The boundary layer separation is caused by the pressure gradients that are207
originated in the narrowing between the fuel delivery tank (fuel volume upstream208
the nozzle) and the nozzle. This separation leads to a recirculation zone that209
reduces the effective fluid passage area, producing a pressure drop that implies a210
reduction of the effective velocity inside the nozzle. The separation resistance is211
highly dependent on the boundary layer regime. For a laminar boundary layer212
this resistance (and the resulting pressure drop) depends only on the geometry,213
whereas the separation resistance of a turbulent boundary layer increases slightly214
with increasing Reynolds number [28].215
The effects of pressure and viscosity can be decoupled depending on the216
diameter to length ratio, L/D. Since L/D < 10 in a standard diesel nozzle, the217
boundary layer is not fully developed and two different flows are present: one218
affected by the boundary layer and another one dominated by pressure effects.219
The existence of these two flows can be clearly seen in [26], where the radial220
velocity profile under cavitating and non-cavitating conditions in a nozzle is221
shown.222
Far away from the walls, a uniform inlet flow can be assumed, as could be223
checked by LES [19] and RANS [20] analysis under similar conditions than the224
ones assumed in the present work. Thus, the mean velocity through the nozzle,225














∞ represents the pressure drop (divided by the density of the fluid)227
caused by the recirculation zone that is generated at the inlet of the nozzle228
orifices. The coefficient ξ depends on the geometry of the case and can be easily229
parameterized. In fact, taking into account that the nozzle can be considered230
as a pipeline connected to a tank with a certain rounding radius at the edges,231
the coefficient ξ is described by Table 2 [27], where r represents the radius of232
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r/D 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 ≥ 0.2
ξ 0.5 0.43 0.36 0.31 0.26 0.22 0.2 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.03
Table 2: Coefficient ξ of pressure drop at the inlet of the nozzle as a function of the ratio










Figure 3: Boundary layer development on the nozzle walls.
rounding and D represents the diameter at the inlet of the nozzle (just at the233
end of the rounding radius).234
The development of a boundary layer on the walls of the nozzle causes a235
reduction of the effective flow due to the existence of a velocity profile. Fig. 3236
shows a scheme of the boundary layer development on the nozzle walls. Taking237
into account the short lengths of standard automotive nozzles, it can be assumed238
that L < Lcrit1 and, therefore, that the boundary layer at the nozzle end has239
a laminar nature. Furthermore, despite the fact that Lcrit1 < L < Lcrit2 can240
occur at very high Reynolds numbers, the discharge coefficient does not depend241
on the Re anymore, and its value depends virtually only on the inlet geometry242
of the nozzle.243
It can be demonstrated that the Reynolds number at the outlet of the nozzle244
is typically lower than the critical Reynolds number and the boundary layer on245
the walls of the nozzle is under laminar regime. Besides, when the boundary246
layer becomes turbulent the Reynolds number is high enough and the discharge247
coefficient can be assumed to be constant with Re. Appendix A shows the248
theoretical development of a similar model assuming a turbulent boundary layer.249
The resulting expression for the discharge coefficient is not able to reproduce250
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the experimental results for low Re, which can be assumed as an evidence of the251
laminar regime in the boundary layer. Of course, turbulence is present in the252
flow far away from the nozzle walls depending on the Reynolds value. However,253
an initial laminar boundary layer is developed on the walls and it needs several254
characteristic lengths to reach the turbulent regime [28] (despite the fact that a255
turbulent flow is present far away from the walls).256
Starting from the Navier-Stokes momentum equation for an incompressible257
fluid under steady conditions, and taking into account that the axial component258
parallel to the walls is the predominant one, for the flow far away from the walls259
the viscous effects are negligible and the pressure gradient for a convergent nozzle260
can be obtained by combining the continuity equation with the momentum261
equation (taking the conditions far away from the walls at the orifice outlet as262












where the subscript out represents the conditions at the outlet of the nozzle264







where C = (D − d)/L is the conicity of the nozzle and d its outlet diameter.266
For the flow that belongs to the boundary layer the viscous effects are dom-267









where y represents the radial dimension starting from the walls. Eq. 8 can be269
integrated in the radial dimension with the boundary conditions [∂u/∂y]y=δ = 0270
and uy=δ = u∞, and particularizing for the outlet of the nozzle:271
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(δ − y)2 (9)
where δ represents the thickness of the boundary layer.272
Therefore, the mass flow rate can be calculated by taking into account the273
conditions at the outlet of the nozzle. The total outlet flow results as a combi-274
nation of two: one characterized by an area unaffected by the boundary layer,275
through which the fluid goes out with a uniform velocity u∞out, which can be276
obtained from Bernouilli’s equation; and another that characterizes the flow277
through the boundary layer and that can be calculated by integrating the ve-278
locity profile u(y)out in the area occupied by such boundary layer. Thus, the279
























Finally, from Eq. 1 and Eq. 5, the velocity u∞out at the nozzle outlet can be281






























where the discharge coefficient is clearly defined.283
Taking into account that the boundary layer through the walls of the nozzle284
has a laminar nature, the thickness of the boundary layer δ at the outlet section285














(1 + ξ)1/4 (12)
where the Reynolds number is referred to the outlet diameter, d, and to the287
theoretical maximum velocity, uth. Besides, K represents the proportionality288
constant between the thickness of the boundary layer and the Reynolds number289
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referred to the direction of the flow. This constant can be obtained by solving290
the Karman’s equation, e.g. K ≈ 5 for a flat plate (Blausius’ solution) [28], but291
unfortunately it is not possible to obtain an analytical solution for the problem292
analyzed in this paper.293
Therefore, the final expression for the discharge coefficient derived from294
Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 is the following:295






































A parametric study was carried out in the hydraulical characterization test298
facility and in the injection rate test rig in order to analyze the accuracy of299
the following new method to characterize discharge coefficients: for a certain300
nozzle, the discharge coefficient is experimentally obtained with standard diesel301
fuel under different injection conditions (i.e. as a function of Reynolds). Then,302
the geometrical aspects of this nozzle are measured by electronic microscopy.303
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700 um 60 um
Figure 4: Silicone moulds images. Left.- Bottom view of the whole nozzle. Right.- Detailed
view of the inlet radius of rounding.
Afterwards, the discharge coefficient is parameterized with the theoretical ex-304
pressions previously deducted. Besides, the proportionality constant, K, that305
appears in the mathematical expressions is adjusted by comparison with the306
experimental data. Finally, the value of K as a function of the nozzle geometry307
is obtained and the relative error between the predicted and measured discharge308
coefficient is calculated. Two multi-hole nozzles has been tested in the frame of309
this work. Besides, data from three more nozzles (single-hole in this case) have310
been taken from the literature to further check the validity of the theoretical311
development.312
4.1. Measurements of the nozzle geometry313
Silicone has been introduced inside the nozzles, as described in [29], in order314
to analyse the internal geometrical characteristics of the nozzles used in the315
current investigation. The silicone moulds have been visualized in a microscope316
where several pictures of the most relevant geometrical parameters have been317
taken. By this technique, the following geometrical parameters can be deter-318
mined [30]: inlet diameter D, outlet diameter d, nozzle length L, inlet rounding319
of the orifices r and, since they are convergent nozzles, the conicity C. All mea-320
surements are taken from two different points of view (side and bottom) and321
the final dimension is obtained by applying a geometrical average. An example322
of the microscope images is shown in Fig. 4.323
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Holes d [µm] D [µm] L [µm] r [µm] C Source
Nozzle 1 8 126 150 773 28 0.031 This work
Nozzle 2 8 130 144 563 22 0.024 This work
Nozzle 3 1 156 195 1000 49 0.039 [31]
Nozzle 4 1 138 167 1000 47 0.029 [25]
Nozzle 5 1 112 140 1000 42 0.028 [25]
Table 3: Geometrical parameters of the nozzles used in this work.
Density [kg/m3] Viscosity [mm2/s] Surface tension [N/m]
Standard diesel fuel 825 2.34 0.0205
Table 4: Fuel general properties at 313 K from [33].
The geometrical aspects of the five nozzles used in this paper are summarized324
in Table 3.325
4.2. Measurements of discharge coefficient326
Two different types of measurements are involved in this paper. On the one327
hand, the data that have been taken from previous studies (nozzles 3, 4 and328
5) were obtained by mass flow rate measurements. If the real mass flow rate329
is measured, the discharge coefficient can be directly calculated. A complete330
description of these methods and of the experimental facilities can be found in331
[24]. It should be taken into account that the determination of the discharge332
coefficient by using mass flow rate measurements is affected by the use of an333
injector. Therefore, the discharge coefficient obtained from these measurements334
should be decoupled in two: the discharge coefficient of the nozzle and the335
pressure loss caused by the injector holder (injector body main piece, containing336
the internal ducts and control orifices if they exist). The pressure loss between337
the rail and the sac of the injector can be obtained from [32]. Thus, the discharge338
coefficients taken from [25, 31] are corrected by the pressure drop caused by the339
injector holder, leading to the discharge coefficients of the nozzles.340
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ρ[kg/m3] = k1 + k2(T − T0) + k3(P − P0) + k4(P − P0)2 + k5(T − T0)2 + k6(P − P0)(T − T0)
a[m/s] = k1 + k2(T − T0) + k3(P − P0) + k4(P − P0)2 + k5(P − P0)(T − T0)
B[MPa] = k1 + k2(T − T0) + k3(P − P0)
k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6
Density, ρ 835.698 -0.6280 0.4914 -0.00070499 0.00073739 0.00103633
Speed of sound, a 1363.05 -3.11349 4.1751 -0.00696763 0.00940137 -
Bulk modulus, B 1581.27 -7.2870 9.4233 - -
Table 5: Fuel density (ρ), speed of sound (a) and bulk modulus (B) from [33]. Pressure and
temperature have to be used in MPa and K in the correlations, respectively. The reference
pressure and temperature are P0 = 0.1 MPa and T0 = 298 K, respectively.
On the other hand, the permeability of nozzles 1 and 2 has been measured341
in the hydraulical characterization test facility previously described. These ex-342
periments allow to obtain directly the discharge coefficient of the nozzle thanks343
to the absence of the injector needle. The continuous flow through the nozzle344
is measured for a certain pressure difference at a certain temperature. Finally,345
the Reynolds number is calculated and the discharge coefficient is obtained by346
comparison with the maximum theoretical flow. Besides, some measurements347
of discharge coefficients under high Reynolds numbers have been carried out by348
mass flow rate measurements due to limitations of maximum pressure in the349
permeability facility. As it has been said before, standard diesel fuel is used350
in all the experiments. The physical characteristics of this fuel (evolution of351
density, viscosity and speed of sound with temperature and pressure) can be352
found in [33] as reference fuel data. Moreover, a brief summary of the main353
properties of the fuel can be seen in Tables 4 and 5.354
4.3. Parametric study performed355
The performed experimental study is described in Table 6. Experimental356
data have been obtained for a wide range of Reynolds numbers in order to357
study the asymptotic behavior of the discharge coefficient from very laminar358
conditions to conditions where Cd is not affected by Re anymore.359
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Re range Measurement Pinj [MPa] Pback [MPa] ET [µs] Source
Nozzle 1 1.1·103 - 1.3·104 Permeability 5 to 60 0.1 to 12 - This work
Nozzle 1 2.3·104 - 3.3·104 Mass flow rate 120 to 220 4.5 to 12 2500 This work
Nozzle 2 3.7·103 - 2.3·104 Permeability 10 to 50 0.1 to 6 - This work
Nozzle 3 1.8·103 - 9.7·104 Mass flow rate 30 to 180 2.5 to 5 2500 [31]
Nozzle 4 6.8·103 - 3.7·104 Mass flow rate 30 to 150 2.5 to 8 2000 [25]
Nozzle 5 5.6·103 - 3.0·104 Mass flow rate 30 to 150 2.5 to 8 2000 [25]
Table 6: Experimental parametric study.
5. Results and discussion360
Discharge coefficients obtained by the theoretical Eq. 13 are compared with361
the experimental results as a method to validate the expression in the studied362
range. The proportionality constant, K, that appears in the mathematical363
expressions Eq. 14, 15 and 16, is fitted by comparison with the experimental364
data. The criterion used to obtain the value of K was minimizing the confidence365
interval within a level of confidence of 95% of the mean relative error between366
both experimental and theoretical results.367
The value of K = δ
√
ρu∞out
µL as a function of the nozzle geometry can be368
seen in Fig. 5. The coefficient of determination, R2, has been calculated and its369
value can be seen in the figure. L/d(1−C)→ 0 results in the flat plate problem,370
for the Blausius’ solution, K = 4.96 [28]. A higher value of L/d(1− C) implies371
higher effects of the walls, where K ≈ 3 for infinite convergent canal [28]. Thus,372
it can be expected that the value of K for a conical duct may be lower than the373
corresponding value for a infinite convergent canal (because of the higher wall374
effects) and that it may decrease when the relation L/d(1− C) increases. The375
dependence of K on the geometry of the nozzle can be summarized by Eq. 18.376
























Figure 5: Proportionality constant, K, versus length, diameter and conicity of the nozzle.
whose confidence interval with a level of confidence of 95% of the mean relative377
error of correlated data is [0.023, 0.555]%.378
As already mentioned previously, the values of the discharge coefficients of379
nozzles 3, 4 and 5 have been obtained by taking into account the pressure drop380
originated in the injector holder. This pressure drop can be obtained from Fig. 6381
as a function of the injection pressure and of the permeability of the nozzle, as382
explained in [32]. A comparison between the global discharge coefficient (with383
injector holder) and the discharge coefficient of the nozzle (without injector384
holder) can be seen in Fig. 7. Of course, the latter Cd is higher than the former.385
The comparison between experimental measurements of discharge coefficient386
and theoretical values obtained by Eq. 13 is plotted in Fig. 8 for the five noz-387
zles. As it can be seen, an excelent agreement between predictions and measure-388
ments is achieved. Moreover, the percentage deviation in discharge coefficient389
(or prediction deviation), ε, was calculated in order to compare the prediction390
capability of the expression in an easier way. This deviation is defined as follows:391
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Figure 6: Pressure drop caused by the injector versus injecton pressure for different perme-







































































































































Figure 8: Experimental and theoretical discharge coefficient versus Reynolds number for nozzle





where the subscript th represents a value obtained from the theoretical expres-392
sion of Cd, whereas the subscript exp represents the corresponding measurement393
of Cd. The mean relative deviation, |̄ε|, has been calculated and its value can394
be seen in the figure.395
Finally, the confidence intervals for the mean relative deviation, |̄ε|, with a396
confidence level of 95% have been calculated for the five nozzles:397
• Nozzle 1: [0.513, 1.014] %398
• Nozzle 2: [0.507, 0.764] %399
• Nozzle 3: [0.989, 2.052] %400
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• Nozzle 4: [0.720, 1.041] %401
• Nozzle 5: [0.414, 0.652] %402
As can be deduced from the low values of the confidence intervals of the mean403
relative deviation, the discharge coefficient of a nozzle under non-cavitating con-404
ditions can be obtained from Eq. 13, 14, 15 and 16 with high accuracy. As a final405
remark, typically, the behavior of the discharge coefficient with the Reynolds406
number is correlated as follows: Cd = A − B/
√
Re [34, 35]. This expression407
is consistent with the theoretical one obtained in this work. Moreover, both408
expressions should be virtually the same if C3/
√
Re  1, inequality that is409
correct, since a typical value of C3 is ≈ 2.9.410
6. Conclusions411
In this work a method to predict discharge coefficients of convergent nozzles412
under non-cavitating conditions is developed. The method is theoretically de-413
ducted from the boundary layer equations, and it shows an excelent agreement414
with the experimental measurements.415
The following conclusions can be deduced from this study:416
• The discharge coefficient of a nozzle like the ones used in fuel injection sys-417
tems under non-cavitating conditions can be described by Eq. 13. From418
a critical Rec ≈ 10, the higher the Reynolds number, the higher the dis-419
charge coefficient following an asymptotic behavior.420
• The asymptote of the discharge coefficient depends only on the geometry421
of the nozzle inlet. The decreasing rate of Cd for more laminar conditions422
depends also on geometrical aspects of the nozzle.423
• Eq. 14, 15 and 16 can be used to parameterize the discharge coefficient424
from a theoretical point of view. The comparison with experimental data425
has shown that Cd can be described by these expressions with high accu-426
racy.427
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• The low values of the confidence intervals of the mean relative deviation428
for all nozzles proved that the theoretical expression presented in this work429
can be used for both single-hole and multi-hole nozzles.430
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Nomenclature447
Aeff Effective area at the outlet of the nozzle
Ageom Geometric area at the outlet of the nozzle




d Outlet diameter of the nozzle
D Inlet diameter of the nozzle
ET Energizing time
K Proportionality constant between the thickness of the boundary layer and the Reynolds





r Radius of rounding at the inlet of the nozzle
Re Reynolds number
u Velocity profile inside the boundary layer
ueff Effective velocity at the outlet of the nozzle
uth Theoretical maximum velocity at the outlet of the nozzle
u∞ Velocity outside the boundary layer
x Axial direction of the nozzle
y Radial direction of the nozzle
δ Thickness of the boundary layer
∆P Pressure difference between the rail and the outlet of the nozzle
ε Percentage deviation in Cd between experimental and theoretical results
|̄ε| Mean relative deviation between experimental and theoretical results
µ Viscosity
ξ Pressure drop coefficient caused by the recirculation zone in the inlet of the nozzle.
ρ Density
Subscripts
aSOE After start of injection
back Referred to dowstream the nozzle
exp Referred to experimental results
inj Referred to injection conditions (in the rail)
out Referred to the outlet of the nozzle
SOE Start of injection
th Referred to theoretical results
449
Appendix A. Comparison between turbulent and laminar boundary450
layer451
The theoretical development that is shown in Section 3 is performed assuming a laminar452
boundary layer on the walls of the nozzle. Since there is not any experimental evidence to453
support this hypothesis, a similar development has been performed assuming a turbulent454
boundary layer as a method to check what is the regime really present in the boundary layer455
of the nozzle.456
Similarly to the development for a laminar boundary layer, two different flows are assumed:457
one affected by the boundary layer and another one dominated by pressure effects.458
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Far away from the walls, a uniform inlet flow can be assumed. Thus, the mean velocity459
through the nozzle, far away from the walls, can be obtained from Bernouilli’s equation as460
shown by Eq. 5. Starting from the Navier-Stokes momentum equation for an incompressible461
fluid under steady conditions, and taking into account that the axial component parallel to462
the walls is the predominant one, for the flow far away from the walls the viscous effects are463
negligible and the pressure gradient for a convergent nozzle can be obtained by combining the464
continuity equation with the momentum equation (taking the conditions far away from the465
walls at the orifice outlet as a reference), resulting in Eq. 6 already shown in the paper.466
For the flow that belongs to the boundary layer the viscous effects are dominant. Assuming467
the Prandtl’s mixing length hypothesis as turbulence model, which is a first order and zero468





















where ū represents the mean velocity profile in the boundary layer, whereas ū∞ represents470
the mean velocity far away from the walls. K is the Karman’s constant, the value of which is471
K ≈ 0.41.472
On the one hand, the turbulence is negligible in the area of the boundary layer close to473
the walls (laminar sub-layer). Thus, Eq. A.1 can be integrated with the boundary conditions474
µ[∂ū/∂y]y=0 = τw and ūy=0 = ūτ , where τw = ρū2τ is the wall strain and ūτ is the velocity475









y + ūτ (A.2)
On the other hand, the turbulence is dominant in the area far enough from the walls (loga-477
rithmic sub-layer). Thus, Eq. A.1 can be integrated with the boundary condition [ū]y=δ = ū∞478
as follows:479








where δ is the boundary layer thickness.480
Assuming that the transition between the laminar and the logarithmic sub-layer occurs481
at y ≈ 5µ
ρūτ
, Eqs. A.2 and A.3 have to match for that particular value of y, since the velocity482
profile has to be continuous. Thus, an estimator of the velocity on the walls, ūτ , can be483
obtained by imposing Eq. A.2 = Eq. A.3 when y = 5µ
ρūτ
. The natural logarithm of Eq. A.3484
can be approximated by truncating its Taylor’s series expansion in the second term, and485
assuming that ūτ is small enough to discard terms of higher order, the following expression486















is calculated as shown by Eq. 9, C = (D − d)/L is the conicity of the nozzle and488
d its outlet diameter.489
Therefore, the mass flow rate can be calculated by taking into account the conditions at490
the outlet of the nozzle. The total outlet flow results as a combination of two: one charac-491
terized by an area unaffected by the boundary layer, through which the fluid goes out with a492
uniform velocity ū∞out, which can be obtained from Bernouilli’s equation; and another that493
characterizes the flow through the boundary layer and that can be calculated by integrating494
the velocity profile ¯u(y)out in the area occupied by such boundary layer. It should be noted495
that also two other different areas have to be taken into account in the boundary layer, one496
that corresponds to the laminar sub-layer and another one that corresponds to the logarithmic497





































From Eq. 1 and Eq. 5, the velocity ū∞out at the nozzle outlet can be related to the499
maximum theoretical velocity, resulting in ūth = ū∞out
√
1 + ξ. Assuming that the flow500
through the laminar sub-layer is much smaller than the flow through the logarithmic sub-501
layer, and taking into account that the boundary layer through the walls of the nozzle has a502
turbulent nature, the thickness of the boundary layer δ at the outlet section of the nozzle can503





)1/5) = K′ d1/5L4/5( ρūthd
µ
)1/5 (1 + ξ)1/10 = K′ d1/5L4/5Re1/5 (1 + ξ)1/10 (A.6)
where the Reynolds number is referred to the outlet diameter, d, and to the theoretical505
maximum velocity, ūth. Besides, K
′ represents the proportionality constant between the506
thickness of the boundary layer and the Reynolds number referred to the direction of the flow.507
This constant can be obtained by solving the Karman’s equation, e.g. K ≈ 5 for a flat plate508
(Blausius’ solution) [28], but unfortunately it is not possible to obtain an analytical solution509
for the problem analyzed in this paper.510









where the discharge coefficient is defined by KCd/
√































































































Figure A.9: Experimental and theoretical discharge coefficient versus Reynolds number for
nozzle 1. Solid line.- Theoretical expression for Cd assuming laminar boundary layer. Dashed
line.- Theoretical expression for Cd assuming turbulent boundary layer.
Fig. A.9 shows the comparison between Eq. 13 and the previous expression to define514
the discharge coefficient. In Eq. A.8, the value of the proportionality constant K′ has been515
obtained by fitting the values of Cd at high Reynolds numbers, where the assumption of516
turbulent boundary layer is more robust. As it can be seen, the assumption of turbulent517
boundary layer leads to a faster diminution of Cd when the Reynolds number decreases, which518
is an expected result, since the boundary layer thickness of a turbulent boundary layer is higher519
and, therefore, the flow restrictions are also higher. Since the experimental data cannot be520
reproduced by an expression deducted from a turbulent boundary layer, the boundary layer521
28
has to be in laminar regime in the studied range of Reynolds. It should be noted that for522
really high Reynolds numbers, where the turbulence is higher, both expressions (laminar and523
turbulent) trends to coincide, since Cd loses its dependence on Reynolds.524
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